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Let the tales 
come true.
We were inspired by fairy tales and prepared 

a series like a fairy tale to decorate girls'

rooms. This series, which we call Princess, 

will play a great role in the mental, physical 

and social development of your child, just 

like fairy tales, and will make your child feel 

like a princess in her room with its design 

and functional ideas.
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She will be much
more happier.
In our Princess Series, we have thought of every detail 

that will make your child happier. Check out our wide 

selection of products and accessories that fit perfectly 

with the room. After all, you know the best combination 

to meet her needs and expectations.



Bring the comfort 
to her room.
It is our duty to keep the little princess in

comfort day and night. The Princess Bedstead 

was designed to carry out this duty. The head-

board, which has a soft texture, is produced 

from sponge and fabric covering. In short, your 

child will always be comfortable while sleeping 

or reading before bed; her comfort will increase 

even more thanks to the Princess Nightstand, 

where she can put her belongings and her book 

on it.
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May her 
success grow.
Children grow fast. But this is no problem. 

Princess Study Desk can be adjusted at

different heights. Let's add that the

product has an integrated 12-volt USB Port 

for charging phones and tablets, and an

external pen holder for putting pens,

erasers and similar materials.
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Store it
elegantly.
Designed with a princess theme, the Bedstead 

with Base offers a large storage space for

everything you do not want to keep visible

in the room. The soft back of the bed base is

a comfortable reading area for your child…

There is a reason that it is called Princess

Bedstead with Base. A bed base that manages 

to look as elegant and stylish as a princess.
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Both with three doors and with a mirror...

With this wardrobe that will be your child's 

dream, all her belongings will be in place.

The cabinet, on the other hand, is very

generous in keeping the room tidy with

its drawers and shelves. The slow-down

hinges used on cabinet doors both ensure

slow closing of the doors and increase

safety by preventing finger jamming.

This is how it suits a princess.

Make room 
for her clothes...



No need for 
her to be alone.
We have a surprise for the princesses who don't like 

to sleep alone. With the Princess Bedstead, which 

can be used as a parent bed or a storage area, your 

child can host a friend in her room or sleep with you 

that day. It's her decision. Maybe she just needs a 

place to store her stuff.
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She will get used 
to being tidy.
Your beloved daughter now has a new dresser 

where she can store her valuable belongings. 

In the Princess Dresser, which is designed with 

2 doors and 1 drawer, the drawer is separated 

by one compartment. So she can organize her 

belongings easily, and will meet you in a tidy 

manner whenever she invites you to her room.
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Enrich 
the design.
We also thought of the little princesses and prepared 

wonderful surprises for them. Create the ambiance you 

want with surprises designed to fit her room, and make 

your baby's room much more comfortable and original.



Your baby should 
always be in peace.
It is comforting to know that your baby is sleeping safe and 

sound. Princess Baby Bed with Elevator was designed just 

to make that happen. Handrails with telescopic elevators 

that provide easy access to your baby, wooden beads that 

supports her visual and mental development, a lower

drawer where you can store the baby's belongings…

Moreover, they are all produced from materials that

care about your baby's health.
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Keep an
eye on it.
Although it looks like a phaeton that came out of a fairy 

tale, the Princess Baby Bed was designed to bring an

elegant solution to both your baby's needs and your

comfort. It is completed with unbreakable transparent

glass so that you will always keep your baby in your sight. 

While it cannot turn into a pumpkin like in fairy tales,

you can be sure that it will turn your baby's room into

a fairy tale room.



Lighting
Options

02  › Lady Ceiling Lamp
 30x75x30 cm | Code:21.10.6338.00
03  ›  Lady Lampshade
 19x50x19 cm | Code:21.10.6337.00

01  ›  Rainbow Led Table Lamp
 15x31x15 cm | Code:21.10.6373.00

04  ›  Dotty Ceiling Lamp
 47x79x42 cm | Code:21.10.6300.00
05  ›  Dotty Lampshade
 22x46x22 cm | Code:21.10.6303.00

02 04 

03 01 05
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10  ›  Happy Ceiling Lamp
 36x93x36 cm | Code:21.10.6366.00
11  ›  Dream Lampshade
 22x46x22 cm | Code:21.10.6335.00

06  › Paradise Ceiling Lamp
 47x64x42 cm | Code:21.10.6334.00
07  › Paradise Lampshade
 22x46x22 cm | Code:21.10.6333.00

08  › Arya Ceiling Lamp
 33x105x33 cm | Code:21.10.6376.00
09  › Arya Lampshade
 24x49x24 cm | Code:21.10.6375.00

08 1006

09 1107 



Chair
Options

02  ›  Summer Chair Blue
 44x87x49 cm | Code:21.08.8486.00
03  ›  Soft Chair Blue
 56x96x60 cm | Code:21.08.8485.00

01  ›  Modern Chair Turquoise
 66x95x66 cm | Code:21.08.8496.00

02 

04  ›  Summer Chair Pink
 44x87x49 cm | Code:21.08.8491.00
05  ›  Soft Chair Pink
 56x96x60 cm | Code:21.08.8490.00

04

0501 03 
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06  ›  Summer Chair Ribbon
 44x87x49 cm | Code:21.08.8423.00
07  › Relax Chair Rose
 61x95x54 cm | Code:21.08.8497.00

08  ›  Dream Chair Salmon
 48x90x52 cm | Code:21.08.8466.00
09  › Dual Chair Pink
 59x95x56 cm | Code:21.08.8502.00

10  › Dream Chair Pink
 48x90x52 cm | Code:21.08.8487.00
11   › White Pearl Chair
 59x87x60 cm | Code:21.08.8503.00

06 1008

09 07 11 



Carpet
Options

02  › Soft Happy Carpet (100x150)
 100x150 cm | Code:21.07.7700.00
03  ›  Pop Carpet (133x190)
 133x190 cm | Code:21.07.7689.00

01  › Match Carpet Pink (120x180) 
120x180 cm | Code:21.07.7703.00

04  › Smile Carpet (120x180) 
 120x180 cm | Code:21.07.7702.00
05  ›  Pasific Carpet (115x180)   
 115x180 cm | Code:21.07.7690.00

02 04 

03 01 05 



Sleep Set 
Options

02 › Prenses Baby Bedding Set
 70x140 cm | Code:21.03.4207.00

01 › Romantic Baby Bedding Set
 70x140 cm | Code:21.03.4193.00

03 ›  Queen Baby Bedding Set
 70x140 cm | Code:21.03.4190.00

01

02

03



Canopy
Options

01 03 

02 

01 ›  Lady Canopy  
 60x300x60 cm | Code:21.06.4992.00

02 ›  Paradise Canopy  
 60x300x60 cm | Code:21.06.4908.00

03 ›  Rosa Canopy  
 60x300x60 cm | Code:21.06.4912.00
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06 04 

05 07

04 ›  Romantic Baby Canopy  
 300x220x40 cm | Code:20.21.4916.00

05 ›  Little Love Baby Canopy  
 300x160x40 cm | Code:20.00.4912.00

07 ›  Simple Baby Canopy  
 300x160x40 cm | Code: 20.00.4913.00

06 ›  Happy Canopy  
 300x220x40 cm | Code:20.42.4916.00



Curtain
Options

02 ›  Dressy Background Curtain Mustard (100x260)
 100x260 cm | Code:21.05.5310.00
      ›  Dressy Tulle Beige (210x260)
 210x260 cm | Code:21.05.5305.00

03 ›  Dressy Background Curtain Mint  (100x260)
 100x260 cm | Code:21.05.5306.00
      ›  Dressy Tulle Mint (210x260)
 210x260 cm | Code:21.05.5307.00

01 ›  Dressy Background Curtain Beige (100x260)
 100x260 cm | Code:21.05.5304.00
      ›  Dressy Tulle Powder (210x260)
 210x260 cm | Code:21.05.5311.00

01 

02

03
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04 › Rosa Tulle (140x260)    
 140x260 cm | Code:21.05.5188.00
      › Rosa Curtain (140x260)  
 140x260 cm | Code:21.05.5288.00

07 ›  Love Tulle (160x260)
 160x260 cm | Code:21.05.5172.00
      ›  Love Curtain (140x260)   
 140x260 cm | Code:21.05.5272.00

06 ›  Happy Tulle (150x260)   
 150x260 cm | Code:21.05.5202.00
      ›  Happy Curtain (150x260)
 150x260 cm | Code:21.05.5302.00

04 

05

04

07

06

05 › Lady Tulle (140x260)   
 140x260 cm | Code:21.05.5178.00
      › Lady Curtain (140x260)
 140x260 cm | Code:21.05.5278.00



Bed Cover 
Options

01  › Lady Bed Cover
 180x260 cm | Code:21.04.4464.00

02  ›  Love Bed Cover
 145x230 cm | Code: 21.04.4453.00

01 

02 
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03  ›  Rosa Bed Cover 
 135x230 cm | Code:21.04.4483.00
 170x230 cm | Code:21.04.4499.00

04  ›  Ducky Bed Cover
 145x230 cm | Code:21.04.4417.00

05  ›  Vernal Duvet Set
 160x220 cm | Code:21.02.4256.00

03 

04 05



MATERIAL SPECIFICATIONS

1. It is produced from melamine-coated particle board in 25mm, 16mm and 8mm thick 
 nesses with E1 standards.
2. The straight and curved edges of the board are covered with 0.40 and 2mm thick PVC  
 foil, which is glued with polyurethane-based glue.
3. 2mm rounded edge band is used in the areas where the user will come into contact  
 with the product in order not to be harmed.
4. Blum brand self-integrating track hinges with brake are used on the doors.
5. Blum brand tandem rails with a carrying capacity of 15 kg are used in the drawers.
6. The surface of the metals is coated with electrostatic paint and the metals are guaran 
 teed against corrosion for 5 years.
7. The plastic parts used in the series are made of injected ABS raw material and do not  
 pose a threat to human health.
8. Hangers are produced from anodized coated extruded aluminum profiles. 

SAFETY AND CERTIFICATE

1. It is technically designed in accordance with TÜV GS (Europe) standards regarding  
 safety, health and ergonomic conditions.
2. Wall mounting devices are used in the products to prevent modules such as cabinets,  
 bookshelves and dressers from falling.



FUNCTIONAL DETAILS

1. There is a ventilation capsule in the cabinet.
2. A mirror is placed on the middle cover of the 3 Door Wardrobe, and a pattern with  
 UV technical printing is applied on the edges.
3. There is a plastic pen holder on the back of the desk where stationery items can be
 placed, and a writing board with a plastic surface on the back table. 
4. The desk can be used with two different level settings according to the age and
 physical structure of the children.
5. In order to charge phones and tablets on the table, there is a charging adapter with a  
 USB port, compatible with a 12-volt adapter.
6. The first shelf of the library is designed for toys and the other shelves are designed  
 for books.
7. The toy pouf has both a seat cushion and a division, and the last drawer in the dresser  
 has a division.
8. Patterned fabric upholstery is applied on the headboards of the bed and base.
9. The fabrics used in Bedsteads and Bases with Fabric Header can be wiped for cleaning
10.The volume of the base of 100 is 475 liters, and the volume of the base of 120 is
 570 liters.
11. The spaces on the railing, which can be easily attached and removed, are intended
 for storing materials such as phones or tablets.
12. Special areas have been designed to display jewelry and buckles on the edges of the  
 dresser mirror.
13. The carrying capacity of the bed, base, bottom bed and bunk beds is 130 kg.
14. Thanks to the wheels at the bottom and the curved space at the front, the lower
 beds tead can be easily pushed and pulled under the mattress.



› Bed (120x200)
 205x127x125 cm | Code:20.78.1302.00

› Bed (90x200)
 205x97x125 cm | Code:20.78.1301.00

› Baby Bed (70x130)
 76x162x166 cm | Code:20.78.1006.00

›  Bed Base (100x200)
 209x104x125 cm | Code:20.78.1705.00

›  Pull-Out Bed (90x190)
 93x194x24 cm | Code:20.78.1303.00

›  Baby Cot Pull-Out Drawer (70x140)
 76x139x17 cm | Code:20.78.1014.00

›  Baby Bed (70x140)
 79x144x86 cm | Code:20.78.1013.00
›  Swinging Apparatus (70x140)
 3x79x8 cm | Code:20.78.1015.00
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› Toy Box Puff
 35x55x50 cm | Code:20.78.1901.00

›  3 Doors Wardrobe
 52x131x200 cm | Code:20.78.1002.00

›  Dresser
 73x87x46 cm | Code:20.78.1201.00
›  Dresser Mirror
 4x51x71 cm | Code:20.78.1800.00

›  Nightstand
 46x43x42 cm | Code:20.78.1601.00

›  Safety Bar
 5x74x38 cm | Code:20.78.1702.00

›  Small Bookcase
 34x41x163 cm | Code:20.78.1501.00

›  Study Desk
 113x98x54 cm | Code:20.78.1101.00



To get to know the 
Çilek world closer,
all you have to do is 
scan the QR code.

cilek.com
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